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Abstract 

. The theory of particle transfer between heavy ions when 

Coulomb excitatio1 of the ions can take place has been formulated 

quantum mechanically. It is pointed out that the large Q and 

r spaces required for a quantum mechanical treatment of Coulomb 

excitation alone are not required for transfer reactions even when 

-the former process plays an important role. This makes the 

quantum description of the transfer process calculationally possible; 
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1. Introduction 

In the collision, at energies near the Coulomb barrier, between an ipn 

such as oxygen, and a deformed nucleus such as Samarium, the probability that 

the deformed nucleus is left in an excited state is very high. Indeed .i t is 

near unit probability that the nucleus is in the 2+ state
l

). In the treatment 

of particle tra~sfer between the colliding ions, it is therefore essential that 

inelastic processes be included in the description. Now there is no difficulty 

in formulating the quantum mechanical description of Coulomb excitation; Indeed 

the Coulomb and nuclear forces were treated on an equal basis .in a very accurate 

description of 50 MeV alpha scattering on rare earth nuclei which yielded the 

first information on higher multipoles in the nuclear shape
2

). There however the 

Coulomb field 1tlas much weaker than the nuclear. In the typical Coulomb exci

tation experiment, the reverse is true, and then while the theory is the same 

as before ,tte nUhlcrical problems oecoilie critical. The Coulolilb field being 

the strong one; and the quadrupole Coulomb field falling off with distance so 

slowly as 1/r3 , the differential equations describing the collision have to 

be integrated to great distance, R, (hundreds of Fermi's) and corresponding 

large angular momenta (~m ~ kR i.e. hundreds). For this reason Coulomb exci

tation can and has been treated semi-classically, so long as the energy is suffi-

ciently low that nuclear interaction does not take place, and the enormous exper-. 

imerital literature on Coulomb excitation has been based on such a treatment l ). 

With the burgeoning interest in heavy ion reactions, .a semi-classical 

theory of particle transfer has been developed in analogy to the Coulomb 

exci tation theory3). One might think at first; if Coulomb excitation is 
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importan"f; in these transfer reactions, that the same difficulties as to large 

interaction regions and high partial waves will be present here also. This is 

in fact not the case and can be understood as follows. At Coulomb, or sub-Coulomb 

ene~gies, the ions are prevented from interpenetrating by the Coulomb barrier. 

(Quantum mechanically we know that there is a small 'but finite probability for 

this~ In such cases massive rearrangement Will result and the particles are 

lost to the particular simple transfer of one or several nucleons that we 

envision.) . Particles can be' exchanged between the ions in sl:i.ghtly more distant 

collisions however because of the finite probability of their being found beyond 

the nuclear surface, wqere their wave functions are dE;!scribed by exponentially 

decaying tails. However because of the exPonential decay of the tails , the 

probability of transfer falls off rapidly with distance. So there is some 

region bounded on" the lower side by the sum of the radii Bi + R2 of the two 

,iens and some larger but not so much larger radius R3 where the product of the 

two exponential tails, the particle bound in one nucleus~ and theh transferred 

to the other, produces negligible probability that the transfer takes place. 

This outer radius for particle transfer is certainly only several fermi '.s 

larger than RI + R2 . On the other hand, because of the slowly decreasing 

Coulomb field, Coulomb excitation between states in the target nucleus as 

mentioned earlier can take place even at several hundred fermi beyond RI + R2 , 
;~ 

However.any such collision with impact- parameter R which is much larger than 

RI + R2 cannot contribute to the transfer of particles between the ions. There

fore only such partial waves are relevant for the transfer of particles which 

lie within i ~ R/k. {The radial wave function corresponding to angular momentum 

i increases from zero and has its first maximum near R = ilk where k is the wave 
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number of relative motion.) Higher partial waves, while they mey excite the 

target will not give rise ';to particle transfer! 

The above argument establishes that particle transfer reactions between 

i 
heavy ions, even when Coulomb excitation of an excited state has a high proba-

bili ty, is governed by a much more modest number of partial waves than the 

Coulomb cross section, namely those corresponding to the nuclear region, t ~ R
3
/k. 

However, consi~ering the final partitipn of the system after particle transfer 

has taken place, Coulomb excitation of! the final nucleus among the above 

'I 
limited number of partial waves is sti~l possible and implies, because of the 

slow falloff of the Coulomb field, that the equations describing the 

reaction will have to be integrated to distances considerably in access of the 

nuclear region, though ~uch smaller than the distance required to describe 
I 

Coulomb exci tati on alone. 

For the above reason it is feasible to do a fully quantum mechanical 
/ 

treatment of particle transfer reactions between heaVy ions at Coulomb 

energies when C~)Ulomb excitation is 'present. 

In this paper we formulate the solution to the above problem using the 

source term method
4
). The zero-range approximation, which is a plausible approxi-

mation for transfer.from light nuclei, is untenable for transfer from ions of 

a few mass units or more, and so the finite-range of the stripping interaction 

is taken into account5,6). However the means by which this is done limits its 

It, validity up to energies which are not much gl"eater than the Coulomb barrier 

(,) "There the transfer of particles occur from the exponential tail regions of 

their wave functi ons. 

In the following, when we speak of the transfer of a particle, it may 

be a nucleon or several particles such as an alpha-like group. 
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2 •. FonnulationoftheCoupled Equations, 

We use the following suggestive notation to denote the particles of 

the reaction • 
\ 

D+A ~P+B 

D'= 'P + N 

\ 

in which for the usual (d,p) reaction D would stand for the deuteron, P for 

proton, and N for neutron. Here we mean to use this notation only to help the 

reader to keep'in mind which are the "fundamental" .particles of the reaction. 

T"nus both P and N may be complex particles. If they are, then the coordinates 

used ,below refer to their centers of, mass. Their internal structure does not 

enter into the basic equations described below save as constants in well iso-

lated :t:Jlaces whica we point out when they arise. Their values can be computed 

from the detailed structure of the nuclei involved and as such does not fall 

within the specifi c province of this paper. 

The coordinate system is shown in fig. I which shows the most massive 

"elementary" particle as A, (in our example in the introduction, samarium) the 

transferred object N mich with A constitutes the other massive' ion B, and P 

the outgoing light ion, (some deri~ative of oxygen in our earlier example after 

N has been removed). 

if ,\, 

C) • 
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In the source term method 4), the problem breaks up into two parts, one 

corresponding to the initial partition D + A, and one corresponding to the final 

partition P + B • 

In the initial partition we introduce the channel functions 

(2) 

where ~A is the nuclear wave function for A and lfjd is a spin-orbit function 

for the projectile constructed from its internal wave function ~D' and the 

spherical harmonic describing the relative angular momentum between D and A 

Finally d stands for the collection of quantum numbers 

'Also I is the total angular momentum and TI the parity 

Yne solution to the scattering of D by A is governed my the Hamiltonian 

H = HA + HD + T + V(A,D) (4) 

where th~ notation is obvious, T heing the relative kinetic energy. One seeks 

a solution to the Schroedinger equation by expanding its solution as 
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( \ \ 

and substituting into (H':"E)1fI = 0 one obtains in the usual w~ a set of coupled 

equations for eachch~el d: 

[Td - Ed] u~I(Rd) +r L v~~, (R d) u~f (Rd ) = 0 (6) 
d' 

with 

( 
(8) 

Further details on definitions, and boundary conditions can be found in r~f. 4 

In an analogous way, for the final partition, P + B y(eiritroduce the 

channel functions 

(10) 

An analo€,?ous system of equations to (6) would result, save according to the 

rational,e given in ref. 4, ther,e should appear a source term corresponding 

to the production of the particles P by means of the .transfer cf Nonto the 

various states of A that are excited as a result of ·the collision of D and A. 

• 

~I 
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The equation therefore reads 

\'" [T - E ] w (R ) + \' . V I (R p) w I (R ) = ) P
d 

(R) 
p p p p ~ pp p p ~ ,p P 

(11) 
pI ' d 

where Pd corresponds to the source of P at R due to the transfer in the ,p p 

channel D of N onto A forming the channel p. Also V ,on the chann'el matrix 
pp 

elements of V(P,B)~ Since we are assuming that the experiments are carried out 

at such an energy that there is little interpenetration of the particles, the 
.j 

interactions V(P,B) and V(D,A) are Coulombic. They could be expressed directly 

2 
in terms 'of measured moments, or alternately in terms of the nuclear shape ). 

These equations are to be solved with boundary conditions as given in 

Ref. 4. This yields the S-matrix elements from wbich the amplitude for the 

:i.~eaction can be constructed in analogy with that reference. 
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3. Evaluation o~ the Source Term 

As discussed in our earlier work the structure o~ the source term is 4 ) 

(12) 

where all coordinates are integrated, save R. With this source, and the 
p 

neglect of in~lastic excitation, (1. e. o~~-diagonal elements o~ V(D,A) and 

V(P,B» the above equations lead to the usual DWBAtheory ~or particle trans~er5). 

Now i~ we restrict ourselves to situations where only a ~ew nucleons 

o~D are trans~erred, i.e. 

H « D (13) . 

then we may make the approximation 

(14) 

,so that the source term now appears as 

(15) 

. The task now is to evaluate the matrix element appearing in this 

equation. To begin, we introduce the parentage expansions 
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Here Jl,which may have several values, corresponds to the angular momentum 

carried by the center-of-mass of N with respect to P, and J 2 , the angular 

Q momentum of N with respect to A~Inbrief N is transferred from orbit J
l 

in D 

to orbit J2 in B. The particular values that the parentage amplitudes take is 

of course a question of the detailed structure of the nuclei involved. 

Writing now the full meaning of the matrix element in (15) 

(18) 

Note that on account of the orthogonality of the nuclear functions 

(~p'~p') = 0pp' and (~A'~A')= 0AA' sums on p' and A' do not occur. 

To proceed further, we introduce explicitly the assumption that the re 

action occurs at an energy near or below the Coulomb barrier, so that the transfer 

of particles involves only the exponential tails of their wave functions. We 

may write therefore 

.~r 
'\j' 

lPR, j (rpN ) = Nl 
.R,l (l)("K )?/., (outside) t. .c/ 1. hR, 1. l rpN " . 

1 1 1 J 1 

lPR, j (rAN) = N2 i .Q,2 h ~1)(iK2 rAN) 1.f (outside') 
2 2 2 J 2 

(20) 
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where h (1) is' a spherical Hankel function and 

(2J) 

(22) 

Note that an addi~ional assumption has been made at this point, namely 

that the same internal 'functiondescribing the transferred particle appears in 

(21) and ,(22). ,IfN were a nucleon there would. be no other choice. If N is' 

composite the function which describes its internal motion may be different in 

D than in A. However in the matrix element JIB) the intrinsic spin of this 

pE'.rticle '::!annot change. So at::nost an overlap appears, sayn
N

, which depp.nds 
\ 

as do the S's :i.n (16) and (17) on the detailed structure of D and A. 

Having made the a~sumption leading to (19) and (20) the addition theorem of 

Buttle and Goldfarb5 ) can now be used to eliminate r.AN· in favor of rpN and R • 
- . --p 

'" The integration on :PN and Rp can then be done leaving the matrix element as a 

function of R alone, as anticipated. 
p 

The addition theorem appears, in terms of the vectors shov.'11 in fig. 1 

as 

I '. 

L 
A'A 

.R+A-'A 
l.2 

l,r 
. , 
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We abbreviate 

(24) 

Then 

where 

00 ! 

lAg, = J jA*(iK2 r pN ) V(rpN ) hil)(iK1 r pN ) r~N drpN 
I . 0 I 

(26) 

The angle integral, which appears very cpmplicated, can be done most easily by 

doing various recouplings. We now drop explicit reference to the angle coordinates, 
A A 

of which there are only Rand rpN since their association with an angular 
p. 

momentum symbol in what follows can be ident:i.fied ·through (26). We write the 

bracket in (26) as 
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«Ji P}j ~ .(A, [(A)')1
2

" N]j2)B; I-" 
pp 

= LU(A)' j2 N; 12 j) {,(1pP)jp~ (A, [A,().N)j]j2)B; II 
j ; 

LBL-:233 

, A+j -B 
= [Uj L (-) 2 U(jpj 2 IA; J'B) ({(R.pP)jp, [A,(AN)j]j2} j I, A; I I 

j j 

=L 
j.~ , 

< {(J<, !l)~, [P(AN)j] x } j I, A; I I, , p (28) 

In the above the U functions are related to th~ 6-j coefficients as defined in .... 

EQ~onds 7). At this point by means of the three transformations the bra has been 

arranged to have the 'same ordering in most of its dependences as the k,et of (27) so 

that we arrive inimediately at 

/' 

1· P jp p 

A jl j2 

1d D jd 

I 
I· 

.& 
) 

/ 
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The evaluation of the last bracket is easily accomplished through the addition 

theorem of the two spherical harmonics on the left, since the argument of. all 

( 30) 

The final result for the source term is 

7TI(R ) nN L L NlN2 S(P,jl) S(A,j2) LA .A 
Pdp p = l. 

R.ljl R.2j 2 A 

'\ 

(R.l A "1' / ~2) Cp A ~~) ( .. it +2+A+j -B (9., f. )1 2 
I J. d '2 1 p '- C 0 o 0 

R. P jp p 

A jl j2 U(AR.l j 2N; R. 2 j l) (' ,,'" ~ )1/2 
tdDJpj2 

9..d D jd 

( 31) 

The overlap ~ between the internal motion of the cluster which is transferred 

appears as a multiplicative factor which merely effects the overall magnitude 

of the cross sections but not their relative values between transitions. 
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4. SummarY and Discussion o~ the Approximations 

a) The trans~er process' is weak: This assumption is implicit in the faqt 

that we write a source term only in the equations describing the final partition ) 

(11) and not in (6), and corresponds to trea~ing the reaction in first order,. 

although the Coulomb excitation is treated to all orders. This assUmption can 

be relaxed by introducing the inv~rse source term into eq. (6) so that the 

transferred particle N can go back and forth between the two ions. 

b) It is assumed that the mass of the transferred .particle N is small 

compared to the masses of the other idns. It, would be numerically very awkward 

to evaluate the source term without this assUIIlption which allows us to use (14). 

c) It is assumed if several nucleons are traIlsferred,that their relative 

::;"Late of Jmoti~n 91;!Cngst themselves does not cha.:nge; nor. does the intrinsic spin: 

of the transferred object change. This assumption is implicit in the absence 

of any reference to the internal motion of N in the parentage expansions (16) and 

( 17) where only reference is made to the a.ngular momenta they possess in their 

host nuclei. The assumption manifests itself again in (21) and (22) and in the 

final result for the source term (31) where a simple overlap~ appears (which 
., 

would be unity for nucleon transfer). This assumption could be relaxed by 

summing over various' ~ corresponding to various intrinsic spin ana internal 

motions of the transferred particle. There would remain the implicit 

assumption that these states of Nare not disturbed in the course of the 

transfer. 

d) The reactio~ takes place near or below the Coulomb barrier: This 

assumption appears in the replacement of the wave functions by their Hankel 

function tails (19) and (20) and further implies that no charge is transferred. 

However it is probably not a serious approximation to use these same functions 

for a small charge transfer. 
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